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History of CDFEA & CalFire Local 2881 part 2
By

Ray Snodgrass
In the previous article, I discussed events leading up to the changes made prior
to the impact of the provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA).
About mid-1985, negotiations were started between the union and the state to
determine how the provisions of the FLSA would be applied to the safety personnel in CDF. These negotiations were started after the MOU had been negotiated, however, the results of these negotiations would be incorporated as
an amendment to the existing MOU.
Prior to the implementation of the FLSA provisions, there was no defined “work period”, only the standard average 12 pay periods. There was no
“planned overtime”, now referred to as Extended Duty Week Compensation
(EDWC). The FLSA required the establishment of work periods ranging anywhere between 7 and 28 days. The base of 53 hours per week (7 days) is established in FLSA and is defined as the base hours and anything above the 53
was considered overtime up to the scheduled hours of work for the work period. CDF determined the 28-day work period would be used that includes 4
weeks of 53 hours per week for a total of 212 hours of base pay. This provided
the maximum flexibility to management to reduce the total hours of unplanned
overtime. This was sometimes accomplished by changing work shifts to cover
vacations/holidays etc. during the same work period. Agreement was reached
that the shifts could be changed no more than twice during the work period.
It was determined and agreed that straight pay was already being paid
to those working shifts of more than 53 hours per week, such as 72, 84 and 96.
Additional pay to achieve time and one-half would be paid at the “half-time”
rate. This created the second pay check, to cover the additional pay in each of
the 13 work periods in the year, at the half-time rate resulting in time and onehalf pay for the hours between 212 and 288 for a person scheduled to work 72
hours per week or 288 hours in each of the 28-day work periods.
Continued on page 2
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Continued from page 1
Even though agreement was reached on the implementation of the FLSA, of course not everyone was
happy. It was recognized early on that there was an inequality created by agreeing to the half-time rate
for the planned overtime hours. It was also recognized by all parties that demanding a truer time and
one-half formula could have dramatic and possibly devastating effects on many of the local government
fire protection agreements. This action also left open the future negotiation of rates that would reflect a
more equal relationship to true time and one-half. Current rates are much nearer to the true overtime
rate. This has been accomplished through many negotiation sessions and several MOU’s since 1985.
A later lawsuit brought on by the union in behalf of the Fire Prevention Officer Classification
resulted in the provisions of the FLSA being applied to the FPO class. Back pay was ordered by the
court. Those personnel in the FPO classifications were awarded with rather substantial payouts due to
the number of hours that were improperly compensated. In the early 1990’s, another lawsuit was filed
by the union in behalf of the Ranger Classes. While the issues were similar as those in the FPO lawsuit,
the case stretched almost 5 years. At the conclusion, the court issued a summary judgement in favor of
the union and ordered the parties to meet and determine what the monetary award should be and what
changes needed to be made for the future of the Ranger and Forester classes covered in the lawsuit.
Some of the excluded classifications were then subject to the provisions of the FLSA. This changed
their time recording and the SFR-I class went to the 28-day work period reporting, etc.
During the late 1970’s and early 1980’s, implementation of the State Employer/Employee Relations Act (SEERA), hearings were held to, among other things, make the determination of which classes
would be considered supervisory or rank & file. These hearings were referred to “Unit Determination
Hearings”. After countless hours of testimony where state management insisted the supervisor
(excluded) classes included the rank of captain and above, the union presented compelling testimony to
make the captain level classifications rank & file. And as it finally turned out, some of the state’s witnesses presented testimony that bolstered the union position. The result was all captain level classes and
below would be considered rank & file. In addition, some of the classifications above the captain level
rank would also be considered rank & file thus ending up with some classifications having both rank &
file and supervisor designations (split classes) depending on the specific job being performed up thru the
SFR-III.
It was not the intent of the union to end up with split classes, however, it became an asset that
was cashed in some 20 years later. Around 2002, state management was focused on eliminating the split
classes. During a series of meetings with the union, it was ultimately agreed to do away with all split
classes. For this, it was mutually agreed to move all the battalion chiefs into the rank & file class.
While this was the main component of the agreement, other items were included.
Due to the timing of the agreement to end split classes and change the designation of BC’s to
rank & file, the previously negotiated terms of employment in the 2001-2006 MOU would be applied to
all BC’s with some additional provisions. Thus, the 72 hour/84 hour BC’s were created. Essentially, all
new BC’s would be 72 hour employees while existing BC’s would remain on the 84 hour work week.
Continued on page 3
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Continued from page 2
One other significant change made in the late 1990’s was the color of the uniform.
Many traditionalists did not like changing from green/tan to blue and sometimes white and blue.
However, it became quite obvious, even to many of us stubborn types, the change impacted the public perception of our department personnel from appearing to be a deputy sheriff or game warden to a firefighter.
Of course, there are many other significant events in the history of the union and the impact on the
pay/retirement/working conditions of the employees of Cal Fire. Some of the historical items deserve a
much more in-depth accounting to make you, the reader, understand what caused the change or event.
Hopefully, and with the help of others, we will be able to capture the more interesting events and pass
along the information in future articles.
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At this time our museum is run on a volunteer basis and we need some help. Are you retired and
looking for something to keep you busy a couple of days a week? Do you and your kids want a place to do
something fun and help the community? Maybe you just want to be part of something bigger. Our
museum is growing and we want you be a part of it.
Our current volunteers are doing great things to help us preserve the history of CDF/Cal Fire.
Steve Maurer and the Cal Fire Museum wrote and edited “Images of America Cal Fire San Bernardino,
Inyo, and Mono Counties.” Copies are available for purchase on our website www.calfiremuseum.com.
If you would like to contribute by creating a book for you unit, contact the museum.
Libby Groom has put together a great pictorial history of CDF on the website
www.cdfhistory.smugmug.com . There are many opportunities big and small to help this museum grow.
How do you want to contribute? Email us as at cdfmuesum@yahoo.com.
If spending time in the museum is not for you, we also have positions available on the board of
directors. This would require quarterly meetings and participation in the governance of the museum. To
be part of the board of directors you must be an active duty or retired Cal Fire employee. Currently we
have three positions open for directors.
As always your donations are welcome as well. There are several ways that you can contribute to
the museum. This can be done through payroll deductions, retirement deductions, directly at the museum
or through PayPal. All donations are tax deductible.
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For those who ask why do I need a Will or Trust here’s is a article from October 2018 AARP Bulletin, that helps explain that question.

Left Alone & and at a Loss
After her spouse’s death, grief is magnified by tough financial questions they had failed to discuss.
Article by Leslie Milk

I upgraded the operating system on my computer and suddenly couldn’t connect to my home’s Wi-Fi account.
It was in my name, but my late husband, Benjamin, had set it up and created the password.
Benjamin and I were married for 46 years. He died four years ago after a harrowing battle with brain cancer.
Ever since I have been both missing him and missing clues that would unlock the secrets of our digital and
financial lives.
Benjamin and I shared a life, but I soon learned that we didn’t share everything. We Talked about major
expendtures. But there were dozens of little things concerning our finances that we never discussed. Confronting
the paperwork and bureaucracy precipitated by the death of a spouse, I was overwhelmed by the unexpected complications. Benjamin’s illness hit us like a lighting strike. At age 75, he seemed remarkably
healthy with a slim, boyish body and a head of silver hair that friends envied. He was chairing a meeting of
our condo board in suburban Maryland when he noticed that he was having trouble finding words, and his
right hand was trembling. That night, the trembling continued. I thought he was having a stroke and called
911. Ten days later, Benjamin was diagnosed with one of the most deadly forms of brain cancer, glioblastoma multiforme. While during with treatment, he tried valiantly to get his papers in order. He even pulled
together all of his passwords— a dozen different combinations of letters and numbers— and put them in an
email in that joint account. But he never told me what the email was called.
After he died, I spent weeks combing through our online inbox looking for the mystery message. He didn’t
make it easy. Bad guys trolling would never have found it. I read message after message until I found the
passwords in a file labeled “numbers.rev”.
I never did find the answers to his secret questions. His first pet? His childhood best friends? The first street
where he lived? And I’ve had to ask his brother. And I’ve had to remember to tell my children the answers
to mine.
Looking back, I divide my ignorance into two categories: things I should have known and things I couldn’t
have
known.
I should have known the whereabouts of the documents for what we owned. Like many couples, we
thought we
had lots of time to arrange our affairs. At a time when it was all I could do to get dressed in the morning, it
was
hard to hunt for bank records, deeds, insurance policies and investment records, let alone the passwords and
secret questions that are the “open sesame” to access assets.
One of my first tasks as a widow was to file Benjamins will at the county courthouse. Our will was so old
that it contained provisions for guardianship of our children, who are now grownups and have children of
their own.
As I expected, we had named each other as beneficiaries of our IRAs and shared ownership of our home.
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Continued form Page 4

But I didn’t realize that my husband had one small investment account without a beneficiary. Because
his account totaled less than $50,000 it was considered a small estate under Maryland law and probated
quickly.
As part of the probate progress, the estate was advertised in the local paper. Within days, I received
from a man claiming to be from a Delaware law firm representing Benjamins creditors. I told him to put
his claim in writing, and I never heard from him again. I’ve since learned that some unscrupulous people
check obituaries and immediately apply for credit cards in the name of the deceased. Luckily, my son
had notified the three major credit agencies right after Benjamin died so nobody could claim his identity.
That was just the beginning of dealing with “ death duties”. The conventional wisdom to grieving spouses is to not make major decisions for a year. What they don’t tell you is you’ll be too busy dealing with
minor ones.
Benjamin didn’t have life insurance. But he did have an IRA, an investment portfolio, Social Security
benefits, Medicare, a Medicare supplement insurance policy and that small secret investment account.
Notifying each government agency and financial institution required a raft of phone calls, notarized
forms and multiple meetings. No wonder I was advised to request at least a dozen original death certificates with raised seals!
I Benjamin and I had been better organized, I might have been spared some of the unpleasant surprises,
But not all of them. When I called our insurance company to report my husbands death, they immediately
raised my automobile insurance rate. Their agent explained that a single driver is a greater insurance risk
that a couple sharing a car.
Soon after, I notified our primary credit card issuer. They immediately canceled my credit card. It turned
out that Benjamin was the owner and I was merely a user. The bank representative explained that as a
user I was not required to pay any balance owned, but they would take it up with the estate. I I overpaid, I
would not get a refund. Since I was the representative of the estate, I paid the bill– to the penny.
I’ve since discovered that I am not the only one who thought there was more time. One widow found
herself with a huge and valuable gun collection. It took nearly a year to find the paperwork for each gun,
sell it and deal with the proceeds as part of the estate.

Hopefully this will help you realize that when you pass all of you passwords and ID’s go with you unless
you have written them down. I know of some surviving spouse’s that had to figure out passwords and secret questions to be able to access your accounts ( banking, investment etc)
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These six engines we have as non– op status with DMV,
the 1940 GMC Small Watershed Truck which is housed
at Vallecito Camp, the 1951 Dodge Crew Truck a old
RRU engine which is housed at Baseline Camp, the 1952
Dodge Crew Truck which is housed at Prado Camp, the
1952 IHC which is housed at Vallecito Camp, the 1953
Ford Model 4 which is housed at Pacheco Station and the
1953 GMC Model 1 a old MVU Warner Springs engine
is housed at outside vendor being restored.
Currently the 1953 GMC is at a restoration shop, if anyone wants to help fund its restoration contact the museum.
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Amazon Smile Foundation
Do you want to help support the California Wildland Firefighter Memorial, Inc.?
One way to do so is when you make a purchase with Amazon go to the Amazon Smile Foundation and
select the California Wildland Firefighter Memorial, Inc. as the charity you want to support and Amazon
Smile Foundation will donate 0.5% of the price of your eligible purchases to the California Wildland
Firefighter Memorial, Inc.
What is Amazon Smile?
Amazon Smile is a website operated by Amazon that lets customers enjoy the same wide selection of products, low
prices, and convenient shopping features as on Amazon.com. The difference is that when customers shop on Amazon Smile (smile.amazon.com), the Amazon Smile Foundation will donate 0.5% of the price of eligible purchases to
the charitable organizations selected by customers.
How does Amazon Smile work?
When first visiting Amazon Smile, customers are prompted to select a charitable organization from over one million
eligible organizations. In order to browse or shop at Amazon Smile, customers must first select a charitable organization. For eligible purchases at Amazon Smile, the Amazon Smile Foundation will donate 0.5% of the purchase
price to the customer’s selected charitable organization.
How to generate AmazonSmile donations
The AmazonSmile Foundation will donate 0.5% of the purchase price from your eligible smile.amazon.com purchases. Tens of millions of products are eligible for donations. You will see eligible products marked “Eligible for
AmazonSmile donation” on their smile.amazon.com product detail pages. Recurring Subscribe-and-Save purchases
and subscription renewals are not currently eligible to generate donations.
Remember, only purchases made at smile.amazon.com, (not www.amazon.com or the mobile app,) generate
AmazonSmile donations.
Is there any cost to charitable organizations or to customers?
No. There is no cost to charitable organizations or to Amazon Smile customers. The shopping experience is identical
to Amazon.com with the added benefit that the Amazon Smile Foundation will donate to the charitable organizations selected by customers.
Do you charge any administrative fees or take any deduction from the donation amount?
No. Charities must register to receive donations and have a valid bank account to which we can route donations, but
there is no charge to participate and we do not deduct any fees from the donation amount.
The California Wildland Firefighter Memorial, Inc. is registered with Amazon Smile
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The Big Jimmy is supported by:
Lennie Baker, John Hess, Mickey Hess, Bob Robeson Don
Russell and Bill Welch

8

g i f t s

The Bud Lewis Engine is supported by: Donna Lewis, Jack Elder
and Laura Lewis

To contribute to a display or another engine that is not listed here, please contact the museum.

w a n t e d
Are you on the hunt for something? Email us and we’ll post it here for just $5 for four issues.

8’ x 22’ trailer with tandem axel to haul 1929 Ford Model AA Fire Truck. Contact Museum at 909-881-6984.

D o n a t i o n s
The Museum Committee appreciates those who have donated during 2018.
Gary Aguilar, Ken Alford, Lennie Baker, Glenn Bayless, Bill Britton, David Buck,
Patricia Burke, Duane Chamlee, Rod Delgado, Hank Epling, Robert Ford, Carl
Garrity, Dale Geldert, Ken Gilbert, James Grammer, Sharlene Harkness, Pam
Herold, Robert Innes, Steve Jones, Bill Keen, Mike Klaesson, Donna Lewis,
Laura Lewis, Rosemarie Miller, Bill Moss, Chuck Muller, Don Paulsen, Kim Pennington, Johnathon Ruskovich,, Evelyn Armenta-Santillan, Ralph Titus, Robert
Tofson, Beverly Trammell, Clint Vance, Hank Weston, Brian Weatherford, Charles
White, Inland Empire Fire Safe Alliance

Corporation
We are a Corporation in the
State of California.
We have our 501C (3)
5 year letter from the Internal
Revenue Service and the
Franchise Tax Board
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Contribute regularly! The forms for payroll deduction are on our web site. Click on “home” then “payroll deduction forms.”
Retiree’s who have signed up for payroll deduction
Doug Allen, Ed Almeda, Tom Andreas, David Avila, Lennie Baker, Troy Baker, John Barbour, Jim Barta, Linda Batchelor, Virginia
Belcher, Larry Benson, Tom Berry, Doug Blangsted, Russ Bockhop, Walt Bolster, Carol Bouchard, Don Brooks, Jon Brothers, Larry
Brown, John Bruno, Bill Buchko, Bob Burkett, Rod Bywater, Ron Bywater, Mark Carlson, Larry Caughlan, Ernie Ceja, Duane
Chamlee, Ernylee Chamlee, Bill Christen, Frank Clark, Jack Clarke, Gerald Coalson, Bob Cole, Larry Cowger, Bill Christen, Len
Cudney, Mona Curtis, Steve Dale, Lou Daniel, Jeff Davis, Sam Davis, Rod Delgado, Mike Del Puppo, Dan Dinneen, Reno DiTullio,
Will Donaldson, Dave Dougherty, Mike Dowd, Steve Drake, Herb Drumm, Cliff Dulcich, Wayne Dunham, Kevin Eggleston, Larry
Erickson, Don Escher, Joanne Evans, Ron Faulkner, Steve Fennell, Mike Fernandez, Pat Filbin, Mary Flake, Fred Flores, Dick Ford,
Sunnie Fronek, Bruce Fosdike, Greg Furey, Duane Gaddy, Jim Gahagan, Tom Gardner, Roy Geer, Larry German, Jerry Glover, Dick
Goings, Dave Goldemberg, Rich Green, Robert Green, John Gruber, Peter Grzeskowiak, Carlo Guthrie, George Haines, Ken Hale,
Bill Harrington, Steve Hansler, Steve Hartman, Dick Hayes, Charles Heinbach, Tony Hernandez, Scott Herrick, Frank Holbrook, B ill
Holmes, Don Holt, Delmas Hoppis, Chuck Howell, Floyd Humerickhouse, Steve Huntington, Bob Jackson, Clayton Jolley, Jim
Jones, Gary Karle, Darrel Kelly, Ken Kenoyer, Phil Kerr, Lewis Killion, Roy Killion, Craig Kincaid, Carl Kinnel, John Krum, Dan Lang,
Doug Lannon, Steve Lawshe, Ron Lee, Ernest Leedy, Dave Locke, Bruce Lodge, Neil Logan, Jim Major, Chuck Maner, Lisa Marrone, Bob Martines, Mike Mata, Jim Matus, Steve Maurer, Neil McBride, Jim McCarter, John McLaughlin, Bill Meers, Charles
Meildell, Steve Mello, Jim Mierkey, Alan Miller, Jeff Millar, Ordean Monsen, Bob Monsen, Jim Moranda, Jerry Murphy, Carl Murray,
Bill Neville, Glen Newman, Jan Newman, Jim Nolan, Steve Norris, Dennis O’Brien, Bill O’Connor, Tom O’Keefe, Don Olday, Frank
Orr, George Osborne, Joe Palmer, Chris Parker, Kim Pennington, Eugene Peterson, Janet Piccola, George Pond, Joe Poole, Loren
Poore, Chuck Pruett, Marge Ramsey, Ray Regis, Stephanie Regis, Jim Reid, Howard Riggs, Mike Ritchey, Jeff Row, Jerry Rolph,
Bradley Romaine, Marc Romero, Barry Rudolph, Don Russell, Bill Sager, Rudy Saldana, Don Salisbury, Louie Sanchez, John
Sanders, Fred Schmidt, John Schnell, Dan Schott, Greg Scott, Joel Semple, Pixie Semple, Ron Serabia, Kit Sherman, Norm Silver,
Art Smith, Ed Smith, Jim O. Smith, Kathy Smith, Ron Smith, Dick Smithen, Ray Snodgrass, Gary So, Steve Soltz, Grayson Sorrels ,
Gene Starks, Mary Stock, Jack Story, Rick Swan, Steve Thomas, Mary Tierney, Bob Tinker, Dan Todd, Jesse Torres, Robert Toy,
Bruce Tubeville, Jim Turner, George Toussaint, Mike Valley, Clint Vance, Hank Van Loon, Jim Van Meter, Carl Vogt, Jim Wagner,
Bea Walls, Ruth Wasley, Nancy Weatherbie, Hank Weston, Keith White, Craig Williams, Randy Wilson, Tom Wilson, Mike Witesman, Dick Witesman, Darrell Wolf, Steve Woodill, Don Woods and Chad Zrelak

Active Employee’s who have signed up for payroll deduction
Eric Abrams, Bradley Adam, Tim Ashworth, Annette Avila, Glenn Barley, Steve Beach, Andy Bennett, Tim Bingham, Greg Birchfield,
Erik Blakeway, Cody Bogan, Chris Bondy, Mike Bowman, Liz Brown, Seth Brown, Tim Buckley, Chris Bump, Tanya Camper-Lange,
Shayne Canady, Bryan Carter, Tonya Castro, Tim Chavez, Josh Chrisman, Earl Crawford, Daniel Cullen, Ed Darnall, John
Dominguez III, Paul Duncan, Matt Dunham, Brian Erickson, Greg Everhart, Duran Gaddy, Alex J. Garcia, Alex M. Garcia, Ralph
Gladwin, Jacob Gurrea, Shannan Harris, Dick Harvey, John Hawkins, Alison Hesterly, Scott Heyermann, Patrick Hibbard, Daniel
Hofshi, Shawn Hogan, Kevin Holland, Todd Hopkins, Scott Jalbert, Jeff Johnson, Mark Johnson, Robert Johnson, John Jones, M.
Kirkhart, Bill Kissinger, Bill Knight, Jared Krum, David Krussow, Dick Lancaster, Alex Law, Edwardo Lee, Travis Lemm, Tommy
Lemus, Joshua Lewis, Trevor Littleton, Barbara Loescher, David Logan, Anastasiv Lopez, James Lopez, Mike Lopez, Jason
Luckebach, Cherilyn MacAdam, Grant Malinowski, Jason Marsh, Cathy Mattingly, Bryan McEntire, Dan McPeck, Mike Meddles,
Chris Miller, Geoff Money, Chad Moxley, Jeff Munyon, Andrew Murphy, Shawn Newman, D. Nish, George Nunez, Colette O’Connor,
Abby O’Leary, M. Orton, Bill Otterman, Dick Owens, Ryan Pack, Mechele Partridge, Nick Perricelli, Jamie Phillips, Joe Pidgeon, Ken
Pimlott, Roger Raines, Matt Reischman, Andre Schmidt, Stuart Sharp, Mike Shater, Tom Shoots, Drew Smith, Brook Spelman,
Lucas Spelman, Owen Starkweather, Brett Taylor, Diane Thompson, John Toon, Steve Volmer, Steve Ward, Bill Weiser, Ryan
West, Alicia Whippy, Joshua Williams, Ralph Williams, T. Williams, Cristina Williamson, Frank Wilson, and Mara Zaver
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These posters are available in 13”x19” and are $10 each including tax. Shipping & handling is $5.00 for one or all.
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C o r p o r a t e
These Corporations have contributed
to the Museum :

a n d

C o m m u n i t y

S p o n s o r s

San Diego, CA
STATE FARM INSURANCE
Agent R.C. Chavez

USA LIGHT and ELECTRIC

San Bernardino, CA

Patton, CA

Mc DONALD—WESTERN

ANDREWS RANCHO del NORTE

Escondido, CA

Downey, CA

SB CARGO INC

REZEK

Descanso, CA

San Bernardino, CA

CROWN FIRECOACH ENTHUSIASTS

ELECTRO SPECIALTY SYSTEMS

Santa Monica, CA

F o u n d a t i o n s

G r a n t s

These Foundations have contributed to the museum
STATE FARM FOUNDATION
VULCAN MATERIALS COMPANY
CDF-FIREFIGHTERS BENEVOLENT FOUNDATION

E n d o w m e n t
Your Museum Board of
Directors created an
Endowment Fund opening an
account with the Mutual Fund
Company of T. Rowe Price
located in Baltimore, MD.
Their Capital Appreciation Fund
was selected because of its
investment objective of
seeking long-term growth while
preserving the principal.
The Museum Endowment Fund
Policy is to preserve the
principal and provide growth by
reinvesting the capital gains.

f u n d

The interest earned will only be
used after the fund reaches
$50,000.
Those of you who would like to
contribute to our endowment
fund may do so by making
named contributions or you
might consider making
changes to your estate to
provide funding to continue
preserving the history of CDF
Those who have contributed to
the Endowment Fund.



Jarrel B. Glover



George Pond



Bill Harington



Arthur Jaseau





Green Family Trust





CDF Firefighters



William Clayton



Richard Green



Wagon Train in memory of
Leslie Logan



Marian Trapp in memory of
Jack Trapp



Steve and Carol Jones in
Memory of John Hastings
Carolyn Tilley in memory of
Jack Tilley
Wagon Train in memory of
Bob Yohr, Jim Draper, Blaine
Moore, Arlen Cartwright and
Hud Banks
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A d v e r t i s e i n o u r n e w s l e t t e r
p u r c h a s i n g a q u a r t e r p a g e a d .
i s s u e s p e r y e a r $ 1 0 0 . 0 0

b y
F o u r

The Perfect Gift
California’s Only Memorial
Dedicated to Wildland Firefighters
Donations help to maintain and update the Memorial.
Let us remember all who gave the ultimate sacrifice.

California Wildland Firefighter Memorial, Inc.
P.O. Box 21092
San Bernardino, CA 92406
Phone: (909) 881-6984
WWW.CWFM.INFO
PayPal available

Give the Gift of CDF History

This three-dimensional 24kt gold plated ornament with red engine is a
beauty. Representing the 1939 GMC Fire Truck “Big Jimmy”, the famous
CDF engine, this gift is sure to please the CDF Firefighter, retiree, or CDF
spouse in your life.
“Big Jimmy” is mounted in a 5”x5” gift box with a
commemorative card detailing the engine’s remarkable history. Also suitable for
framing as a presentation piece.
This American-made limited edition of 150 is priced at $25 including
shipping and handling. As an additional bonus, a portion of your purchase will be donated to the CalFire Museum.
Brought to you by Custom Ornaments

Order online at ChiefHolt@twc.com or call 951-961-3228
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T h e s e V e n
a d v e r t i s i n g s
F o u r i s s u e s
p e r

New s le t te r

d o r s h a v e
p a c e i n y o
p e r y e a r c
y e a r
p e r

p u r c h a s e d
u r n e w s l e t t e r
h a r g e $ 2 5 . 0 0
c a r d
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WE’RE ON THE WEB
WWW.CALFIREMUSEUM.COM
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3800 Sierra Way
San Bernardino, CA 92405
Phone: 909-881-6984
E-mail: cdfmuseum@yahoo.com

Or Current Resident

Help Us Preserve Our History

Early Air Tanker
Unknown location

